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Who You Looking At?
Easter opens the eyes of our heart to see the Risen Christ. For the first time, again. He is here! He
has walked through our walls; His gaze, lit with tender mercy, catches ours and enlivens our
hearts, summoning us from the dead.
On Easter Sunday Annette and I experienced together that slight disappointment which one more
often experiences on New Year’s Eve—high expectancy, low return. We were weary and subject to
the slumber of small disturbances. We stalled at the empty tomb, our gazes cast down and dulled
to the marvel of Jesus on the lam. I was jolted to life by the angels’ words to grieving tomb women:
‘Why do you look for the living among the dead? He is not here; He is risen!’ (LK 24:5).
I immediately went into prayer, looking for this holy Rover. I found Him in my Divine Mercy image,
the Risen Christ regarding me kindly, His wounds yet visible and pouring forth a life-giving stream
of blood and water. I love this glimpse of Jesus and I centered on it like a spent child hungry for a
parent’s attention. I’ve stayed near merciful Jesus since then as I journeyed to the Philippines for
our biggest training there yet, one distinguished by Chinese translation and many participants from
that great land. Challenges of size and language came easily as I fixed my eyes on Divine Mercy in
the meeting hall and in my room. Wherever I went, I knew He was nearer than a brother--looking,
loving, and sustaining my efforts through pure mercy.
During the first night of ministry, Jesus said: ‘Now that your heart is clear due to the way I look at
you, I want you to look at every person that way, the way that I look at you’! What? I protested:
‘God, I am a busy man: I put my head down and charge to the next thing. ‘Linger’, He instructed,
‘Look with marvel at each one I have sent. Be My loving gaze upon them.’

I did what He said. When I was tempted to race, I looked up and out and inquired visually of each
one’s well-being, blessing each in a Spirit of generous mercy. Especially with frustrated or
annoying faces before me, I maintained a stream of merciful contact. I was helped by Acts 3:4
when Peter said to the hurting man pleading for healing: ‘Look at us.’ The cripple obeyed and was
instantly healed when he gazed at Peter and John. I claim no such apostolic power but I know that
an inspired look of love to a soul cast down steadies the uncertain heart.
After a while, I began to see other things—from the merciful gaze came prophetic sight as to who
these ones actually were. Prospective burdens became beautiful sons and daughters of our Father.
A royal procession emerged from the ash heap: kings and queens, lovers and warriors, exquisite
representatives of Jesus. The prophetic vision lasted throughout the week and only increased
when God knew I would say what I saw. These ones now know that Jesus has destroyed the low
ceiling that stunted their stature. As they emerge into their full, original form, we together proclaim
in awestruck wonder: He has risen, and we with Him!
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‘It is a serious thing to live in a society of possible gods and goddesses, to remember that the
dullest and most uninteresting person you talk to may one day be a creature which, if you saw it
now, you would be strongly tempted to worship, or else a horror and a corruption such as what you
meet…only in a nightmare. All day long we are, in some degree, helping each other to one or other
of these destinations. It is in the light of these overwhelming possibilities…that we should conduct all
our dealings with one another.’ - C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory
Please take time to watch our new video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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